Meet the Staff

**STEPHEN PAGE, PH.D.**

Senior Communication Coordinator

As CIL's senior communications coordinator, Dr. Stephen Page oversees the production of the center’s e-resources, including its **Resource Data Base**, and its print products. He provides substantive editing of all text and designs graphics for the center’s **website** and printed documents. He provided first pass substantive editing for and designed the cover of the center’s published volume *Handbook on Innovations in Learning*.

Stephen has been the managing editor at Temple University Center for Innovation and Improvement since 2000. He came to Temple after 20 years of teaching English in higher education, first at Ohio State University and then at the University of Hawai‘i–Mānoa. At Ohio State, he participated in that university’s nationally prominent program in rhetoric and composition and taught expository writing at all levels. At the University of Hawai‘i, he taught, primarily, medieval topics and English linguistics. His scholarly work has focused on interdisciplinary medieval studies, including the influence of medieval art on the drama, and the regional literary culture of eastern England in the 15th century. His publications have appeared in the *Chaucer Review* and *Studies in the Age of Chaucer*. Dr. Page’s edition (1999) of the 15th-century romance, *Amoryus and Cleopes*, from the unique medieval manuscript, has been cited as establishing that romance’s "mastery of an unusually accurate Chaucerian voice and ironic tone, along with his extensive ‘reliance, even intertextual play, on the works of Chaucer.’"

Prior to entering academia, Stephen worked at some interesting jobs: as an archeologist in England, excavating medieval sites in York and a Romano-Celtic temple in rural Somerset; and, for a summer job during his undergraduate years, as a monorail “pilot” at Disney World.

Stephen continues his interest in medieval studies and serves on the executive committee of Delaware Valley Medieval Association. He is an avid golfer and birder, with a life list slowly approaching 600 species, but he struggles to make birdies on the golf course.